
Welcome to the Preps’ Term 3 Newsletter! 

 

 

 

 
In English this term our learners will be exploring all areas of literacy including Reading, 
Writing, Spelling, Speaking and Listening.  
 
In Reading, the learners will be practicing their reading goals using 
‘Just Right Books’. They will be tuning into interesting words to expand 
their vocabulary and deepen their 
knowledge of text types. We will be 
investigating the Author’s Purpose and 
Cause and Effect in a variety of texts. 
The learners will be broadening their 
knowledge of Punctuation and its purpose 
whilst developing their fluency. 
 
In Writing, the learners will continue 
with our Whole School Writing Approach – V.O.I.C.E.S. This emphasises the importance of 

Voice, Organisation, Conventions, Excellent-Word Choice 
and Sentence Fluency. The learners will explore V.O.I.C.E.S. 
through a variety of text types including procedural texts, 
reflections, recounts and open choice writing. During writing 
sessions, the learners will also practise their personalised 
writing goals. Each week they will reflect on their learning 
journey and their progress 
towards achieving their 
goal. Learners will also be 

exploring our Whole School Inquiry Spelling Approach, in which 
they will connect their learning in café by tuning into interesting 
words and learn to spell these words using an inquiry based 
approach. Looking at the ‘tricky part’ of the word. They will 
continue looking at blends  (e.g. ‘ph’ and ‘wh’) and applying these 
spelling patterns in their writing. Throughout all of literacy, the 
learners will be given opportunities to practise their speaking and listening skills through 
presentations, reflections, peer conferences and sharing their learning. 

 

 



 

Mathematics 
What an exciting Term of Mathematics is planned for Preps! Learners 
will explore Geometry by first reviewing Two Dimensional shapes. They 
will use their understandings to make connections between Two 
Dimensional shapes and Three Dimensional objects, observing their 
features through the use of hands on learning. 
Prep learners will be building their knowledge of numbers by 
investigating, ‘How numbers are made?’ and ‘Why do we need bigger 
numbers?’ Both units, will promote number sense and engage our 
learners in deeper thinking skills, necessary for 21st Century 
Mathematicians. 
As a quick reminder, for extra Mathematics learning at home your 
child can participate in the Mathletics tasks assigned, by logging in 
with their unique username and password details. 

 

 

 

Curriculum 

Inquiry  
Our school guiding statements inspired this term’s inquiry topic – 
specifically the school value of Global Empathy. 

Throughout Term Three, our Preps will be inquiring into the key 
question of “How do I grow and change emotionally?”  This focus 
links closely with the Science of Learning journey, which our 
school is currently undergoing.  We have learned of the 
importance of emotional intelligence in learning and children’s 
ability to self-regulate in learning and social situations. 

During the coming weeks, our Preps will build their language 
around emotions, as well as strategies to identify their own 
emotions and those of the people around them.  This will then 
lead into understanding what influences our emotional state and 
how our emotions affect our choices, so that we can develop self-
regulation – both in learning and social situations.  Finally, we will 
look to consolidate all of this learning, to become more 
empathetic citizens of the world and use this understanding to 
take action.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT DATES 

 
PMP Begins (every Friday) 
Friday 4th August  
 
RSPCA Excursion 
Thursday 16th and 23rd  
August  
 
Prep Late Night 
Thursday 13th September 
 
MFB Fire Truck Incursion  
Wednesday 19th September 
Friday 12th October 
 
Last day of school -  
2.30pm dismissal  
Friday 21st September 
 

TERM DATES 2018 

Term Three 

16th July to 21st September 

Term Four 

8th October to 21st December 

 

Hats  

During Term 3, students are 
not expected to wear hats out-

side until the 1st of  

September.  

Firefighter Visit  
Students will have a visit from the 
Melbourne Fire Brigade on Monday the 
19th of September and 12th of October . 
They will be educating the students about 
good and bad fires as well as what to do 
when a fire might occur. During their 

second visit, the students will have the opportunity to look 
around a fire truck and use a firemen’s hose. In the event of a 
real fire requiring the firemen, the dates for their visit may 

You Can Do It! 

This Term in the student well-
being  program You Can Do It,  
the Prep learners will be ex-
ploring a unit of work on Rela-
tionships, linking closely with 
our inquiry unit of ‘How Do I 
Grow and Change emotionally? 
Your child will be looking close-
ly at emotions and how emo-
tions  are regulated, covering topics such as feelings and self 
talk.  

Perceptual Motor Program (PMP) 
Our PMP program will begin as of Friday the 4th of August 
and will commence every Friday. The purpose of the Program is 
to provide Prep students with the opportunity to develop their 
learning confidence, improve their decision making and 
increase their awareness of the world around them through a 
series of specifically designed movement tasks.  
If you are interested in volunteering to help during any of the 
sessions please let your child’s teacher know as we value your 
assistance. 

Responsible Pet Ownership Incursion 

The children will be given the opportunity to 
participate in the Responsible Pet Ownership 
program that will be held in our classrooms 
on 13th of August. The program provides dog 
safety and responsible pet ownership 
messages to our learners which ties in with 
our Inquiry unit of empathy. The program 
also includes a real dog visiting us at school.  


